
 

 

THE RAUNCHY, THE ROWDY 

REGULAR SKSD BOARD MEETING 
 

                
 

 

 

It was business as usual at the last SKSD Board Meeting held on July 19, 2023. 

News presenting issues of concern, followed by steady flow of succinct and 

caustic comments from the same usual suspects on the board. This  time even  

Superintendent got into the foray.  
 

 

https://citizenssupportingsouthkitsapschooldistrict.com/sksd-blrb-contractor-bites-the-

dust.html 
 

Below are some of those not so kind and gentle moments in exchanges with both 

Wilson, Daily, and Winter at the 07-19-26 board meeting. I grabbed the snips of 

19th meeting where Wilson was going "resolution" as we waited for that R bomb 

to go off. And then of all things, Superintendent Winter also joined in the foray, 

apparently in efforts to stir up Director Daily.  
 

 



https://youtu.be/5NLWgSbzdbo Arguments proceeded regarding claims by Director 

Wilson that a  board resolution was need so that the board could  vocally support 

(or oppose) the bond. A promise by Wilson that he'd have that resolution by the 

next board meeting on August 2, 2023.   

 

Somewhere in here Director slips on his Roberts Rules Hat (and big black bow-

tie) and flops a motion down to check with the legal folks to be sure the board is  

not stepping in it if the do this.  
. 

https://youtu.be/4GIx_6IbEYw Winter contrasts Daily being a director and now a 

chair of a committee opposing the bond. Answer is doing chair and opposition as 

private person not identifying and speaking as board member is key. 

 

https://youtu.be/xZdRY3F4U84 Wilson Gloats about two PDC complaints being 

dismissed using school board time to address his personal issues and done after 

the public comment portion of the meeting had already occurred.  

 

https://youtu.be/UudCoL60kbs  Superintendent Winter disclosing that BLRB went out 

of business back in June and now is telling us during 07-19-23 meeting. And that 

one of former employees of BLRB opened his own business (at his home address) 

and is taking over what is left of BLBR contract work.  Daily argues that the 

board did not follow their own policies, rules, procedures for changing 

contractors. 

 

That pretty much sums up one of the shortest SKSD Board meetings that has 

taken place in the last near four years. 

 

And BLRB rides off into the sunset.. 

  


